
Track
This design answers the need for a comfortable upholstered 
lounge chair with a light footprint. It shares the same language 
as Track Work but is designed as a lounge chair. Can be used as 
a group around an occasional table or combined with larger 
Landscape pieces, such as Perimeter or Boundary.
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Track Lounge & Work

SETRWKS
Swivel work chair 

on 4 star base

SETRWKF
Swivel work chair on 

flat 4 star base 

SETRLGS
Swivel lounge chair 

on 4 star base

SETRLGF
Swivel lounge chair on 

flat 4 star base

Standard Product Information

Fully upholstered seat with cut foam. 
Frame:   Moulded plywood with screw joints. 
Backstem:   Steel moulded finished in painted metalic 
silver. 
Column:   Mid steel finished in painted metalic silver. 
Legs:   Die-cast aluminium 4 star base finished in painted 
metalic silver. 
Feet:   Glide finished in painted metalic silver as standard. 
For 4 star base, castor is an optional up charge. 
For flat 4 star base, standard with nylon glides, there are 
three other available option with no up charge.      
Soft glide:    For stone, slate, terracota tiles etc.     
Super glide:    For sisal carpet, wool & nylon tiles, cork etc.     
Stop glide:    For laminates , smooth wood, marble etc.     

Upholstery:  
Surface 1:    The fabric of the seat 
Surface 2:    The fabric of the back

Optional Upcharges 
Polished legs & chrome column & chrome backstem & 
chrome glide (SETRWKS & SETRLGS). 
Castor with two tone (SETRWKS & SETRLGS). 
Polished base & chrome column & chrome backstem 
(SETRWKF & SETRLGF).  

Notice  
For available fabric information, please refer to matrix in 
the back of the price book.
For more pricing & up charge information, please refer 
to the price book.
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